Gummi Crib Rail Cover

Use these safe, non-toxic rail covers to provide a chewy surface for teething babies. For use on any crib (wood or metal) to cover side rail, headboards and footboards. Can be used over existing hard plastic rails or directly on crib. Package contains one 50” long crib rail cover

Easy to Install:

1. Clean surface of crib’s rail with rubbing alcohol.

2. Trim Gummi Crib Rail if necessary. Use grooves on bottom of Gummi Rail to line up product on crib (groove side down). Make sure Gummi Rail is lined up straight on crib’s rail. **DO NOT STRETCH GUMMI RAIL.**

3. Holding Gummi Rail firmly on crib’s rail, slowly remove backing from first adhesive strip, a small amount at a time (remove from one side only). It may be helpful to have a second person to hold rail in place on crib as you install, or use one hand to hold the Gummi Rail in position. Do not completely remove tape and try to adhere all at once, product may not align properly. Press Gummi Rail firmly against crib to adhere. Do the same for the other side of Gummi Rail. **DO NOT STRETCH GUMMI RAIL.**

4. Allow 8 to 10 hours for adhesive strips to bond. If Gummi Rail should lift up or the adhesive loosen, simply heat area on rail with hair dryer, and rub firmly to adhere.

5. Gummi Rail can be removed when child outgrows the crib or left in place for the next baby! To remove, heat with hairdryer to loosen, pull back slowly.

**DO NOT STRETCH THE GUMMI RAIL WHEN APPLYING TO CRIB RAIL.** If your crib’s finish has already been marred by teething, please note that the paint finish may be loose in those areas. It may be necessary to lightly sand those areas before applying the Gummi Rail to ensure that the finish will not lift up with the adhesive. **Do not adhere directly over teething marks. Locate adhesive strip below area of damage. Allow 8 to 10 hours for the adhesive to bond.** Do not use on distressed finishes. All crib’s finishes are different. We cannot guarantee the integrity of your crib’s finish. Discontinue use of the Gummi Rail when child can remove. **TO REMOVE:** Heat entire area of the Gummi Rail adhesive with a hair dryer and pull back slowly to remove.

This product is not a substitute for adult supervision.
Questions - Please call 1-800-845-9236 or visit www.kidkusion.com
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Gummi Crib Rail Cover

Instructions for attaching Gummi Crib Rail Cover to a curved crib rail.

1. Follow ALL of the standard directions on front of instruction sheet (page 1) and see diagrams 1 and 2 below to attach the Gummi Crib Rail over a curved edge.
2. Before removing adhesive strips, place the Gummi Crib Rail flat on top of the curved rail. When sides are folded down to allow attachment of adhesive, you will notice small pucker areas along the curve. Using scissors, cut a very small “v” shaped notch. This may need to be done two or three times on each side, depending on your crib’s curvature.
   **Caution:** Cut the notch just past the tape edge.
3. Position Gummi Crib Rail flat on top of curved rail. Pull backing from small section of Gummi Rail adhesive and secure to crib. Remove backing from next section of Gummi and pull sides of “v” notch as closely together as possible, pressing adhesive onto crib.
   Follow this procedure until Gummi Rail is completely attached.
   Allow 8 to 10 hours for adhesive to bond, before placing child in crib.

Cut small “v” shaped notches along folded over edge of Gummi Crib Rail. Keep Gummi Rail flat on top of crib’s rail. Notch the same on both folded sides of Gummi Rail to eliminate bulging effect along curves. You will need to cut several small notches.

Pull “v” ends together as you press adhesive onto side of crib rail.
Instructions for attaching Gummi Crib Rail Cover to a curved crib rail

**STEP #1:** Follow **ALL** of the standard directions on front of instruction sheet (page 1) and see diagrams below to attach the Gummi Crib Rail over a curved edge.

**STEP #2:** Place the Gummi Crib Rail flat on top of the curved rail. When sides are folded down to allow attachment of adhesive, you will notice small pucker areas along the curve. These are the locations for making the small notches. Using scissors, cut a very small “v” shaped notch. This may need to be done two or three times on each side, depending on our crib’s curvature. **Caution: Cut the notch just slightly deeper than the tape edge, approximately 1/2” ONLY.**

**STEP #3:** Position Gummi Crib Rail flat on top of curved rail. Pull backing from small section of Gummi Rail adhesive and secure to crib. Remove backing from next section of Gummi and pull sides of “v” notch as closely together as possible pressing adhesive onto crib, follow this procedure until Gummi Rail is completely attached. Allow 8 to 10 hours for adhesive to bond, before placing child in crib.

![Diagram showing steps for attaching Gummi Crib Rail](image)

- Cut small “v” shaped notches along folded over edge of Gummi Crib Rail. Keep Gummi Rail flat on top of crib’s rail. Notch the same on both folded sides of Gummi Rail to eliminate bulging effect along curves.
- Pull “v” cut ends together as you press adhesive onto side of crib rail.

This product is not a substitute for adult supervision.

Questions - Please call 1-800-845-9236 or visit [www.kidkusion.com](http://www.kidkusion.com)